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A B S T R A C T 

Numerical models of solar flares typically focus on the behaviour of directly heated flare models, adopting magnetic-field- 
aligned, plane-parallel methodologies. With high spatial- and spectral-resolution ground-based optical observations of flares, 
it is essential also to understand the response of the plasma surrounding these strongly heated volumes. We investigate the 
effects of the extreme radiation field produced by a heated column of flare plasma on an adjacent slab of chromospheric plasma, 
using a two-dimensional radiative transfer model and considering the time-dependent solution to the atomic level populations 
and electron density throughout this model. The outgoing spectra of H α and Ca II 854.2 nm synthesized from our slab show 

significant spatial-, time-, and wavelength-dependent variations (both enhancements and reductions) in the line cores, extending 

of the order of 1 Mm into the non-flaring slab due to the incident transverse radiation field from the flaring boundary. This may 

lead to significant o v erestimates of the sizes of directly heated flare kernels, if line-core observations are used. Ho we ver, the 
radiation field alone is insufficient to drive any significant changes in continuum intensity, due to the typical photospheric depths 
at which they form, so continuum sources will not have an apparent increase in size. We show that the line formation regions 
near the flaring boundary can be driven upwards in altitude by over 1 Mm despite the primary thermodynamic parameters (other 
than electron density) being held horizontally uniform. This work shows that in simple models these effects are significant and 

should be considered further in future flare modelling and interpretation. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he modelling of the radiative output of solar flares using radiation
ydrodynamic codes such as RADYN (Carlsson & Stein 1992 ;
bbett & Ha wle y 1999 ; Allred, Kowalski & Carlsson 2015 ), HY-
RAD (Bradshaw & Mason 2003 ; Bradshaw & Cargill 2013 ; Reep

t al. 2019 ), and FLARIX (Varady et al. 2010 ; Heinzel et al. 2015 )
as become commonplace for the comparison and interpretation
f observed chromospheric spectral lines. These models assume a
lane-parallel quasi-one-dimensional magnetic-field-aligned view of
he flare-heated plasma where, from the perspective of the radiative
ransfer calculations, each plasma column has infinite horizontal
xtent. Ho we ver, the highest spatially resolved observations of
aring loops suggest that the individual kernels that these radiation
ydrodynamic codes seek to model are exceedingly small, of the
rder of tens to hundreds of km in diameter (Jing et al. 2016 ).
lthough the plasma surrounding the flare kernel is likely to be

ignificantly cooler due to both the lack of direct heating and the
trongly suppressed cross-field heat conduction relative to that across
he field (Spitzer & H ̈arm 1953 ), the photons produced by a flare
re not constrained by the magnetic field and will impinge on
eighbouring plasma, affecting the conditions therein by radiatively
umping the atomic populations. This can change the emissivity and
 E-mail: christopher.osborne@glasgow.ac.uk 
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pacity of the chromospheric regions neighbouring the flare-heated
olumes, as well as localized heating through absorption of radiation.
oth will create visible effects on outgoing radiation in an extended

egion around the directly heated flare kernel, such that measured
are areas may o v erestimate the area of the directly heated kernel.
bserved kernel areas are often used in forming estimates of energy
uxes, beam densities, etc. It is the purpose of this work to investigate

he effect of irradiation of the plasma surrounding a flare kernel on
he emergent line intensity from this volume. 

The effects of the flare’s radiative flux on nearby plasma have
een previously considered with respect to observations of ‘core–
alo’ patterns in ground-based line and continuum observations
Neidig et al. 1993 ; Xu et al. 2006 ), TRACE white light (Hudson,

olfson & Metcalf 2006 ), and HINODE/Solar Optical Telescope
ontinuum ( G band) and line (Fe I 630.2 nm) observations (Isobe
t al. 2007 ). These ef fects are typically proposed to be due to radiati ve
ackwarming (e.g. Metcalf et al. 1990 ), in which downward-going
adiation emitted isotropically at a higher altitude affects a deeper
ayer. Limited absorption along the light’s path means that it is likely
o be able to influence a large area of plasma giving rise to a ‘halo’
ackwarmed patch illuminated by a smaller o v erlying ‘core’. 
In the following, we investigate a different geometry, looking

t the non-local effects of flaring radiation on an adjacent slab of
hromospheric plasma. Similar problems have been looked at in the
uiet Sun. Leenaarts, Carlsson & Rouppe Van Der Voort ( 2012 ) used
he Multi3d radiative transfer code (Leenaarts & Carlsson 2009 ) to
© 2022 The Author(s). 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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Figure 1. Configuration of the two-dimensional simulation showing the 
flaring boundary condition. 
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ynthesize and investigate the formation of H α in three-dimensional 
napshots of quiet Sun atmosphere from the Bifrost code (Gudiksen 
t al. 2011 ). They found that a three-dimensional treatment yields 
ignificant differences from the plane-parallel column-by-column 
reatment. On the other hand, Bjørgen et al. ( 2019 ) state that these
ifferences were less significant for the bright structure of a model 
ctiv e re gion (using the simulation of Cheung et al. 2019 ); ho we ver,
e comment that the differences are substantial in the quieter regions 

djacent to the bright structure when a column-by-column treatment 
s applied. These are precisely the regions we are interested in 
nvestigating here, and our simple two-dimensional model should 
ighlight whether a more complete multidimensional treatment is 
ecessary. 
Št ̌ep ́an & Heinzel ( 2013 ) employed the PORTA code ( ̌St ̌ep ́an &

rujillo Bueno 2013 ) to investigate the importance of linear scattering 
olarization around the border of flare ribbons, using an academic 
odel with a two-lev el atom. The y found that even with horizontally

niform thermodynamic parameters, inhomogeneities in the radia- 
ion field due to changes in non-thermal collisional transition rates 
t the edge of flare ribbon were capable of producing significant 
cattering polarization. 

To capture the effects of flaring radiation on adjacent chromo- 
phere, we will present, for the first time, fully time-dependent 
wo-dimensional models with complete optically thick treatment 
n which a slab of chromospheric materials responds to incident 
adiation from an adjacent flare model. We focus on the outgoing 
pectra and atomic level populations from this slab while leaving a 
reatment considering the evolution of the temperature in the slab due 
o absorbed radiation to a future study. Plane-parallel modelling with 
he RADYN code by Carlsson & Stein ( 2002 ) has highlighted the
eed to treat the hydrogen populations and plasma ionization state in 
 time-dependent manner when considering rapid dynamic changes 
n the chromosphere due to propagating waves or flares, and we will
alidate the necessity of this treatment for the case of a radiatively
xcited flare-adjacent region. 

In Section 2 , we will present the set-up of our model followed by
he spectroscopic variations in the H α and Ca II 854.2 nm spectral
ines for two different RADYN flare models in Section 3 . Finally,
e analyse the spectral line formation regions to understand the 

ffects of irradiation on the slab and the emergent intensity, as well
s demonstrating the need for a complete time-dependent treatment 
n Section 4 . 

 M O D E L  C O N F I G U R AT I O N  

.1 Two-dimensional slab 

n the following, we present models of the radiation emitted by a
orizontally uniform slab of quiet Sun chromosphere illuminated by 
n adjacent RADYN flare model. The simulation is set up as shown in
ig. 1 : the primary simulation domain is a 2 Mm wide slab of plasma
et to the parameters of the initial relaxed pre-flare atmosphere used 
n the associated RADYN simulation. On the left-hand side of the slab
 x = 0), we place the time-dependent RADYN model and compute
he intensity along each ray of the angular quadrature (discrete ray 
et) used to integrate the radiation field in the two-dimensional slab, 
t each depth in the simulation. The other x boundary is treated
qui v alently, but remains fixed at the initial quiet Sun atmosphere
sed in the RADYN simulation and the slab. The atmosphere is
omogeneous and infinite along the y -axis (perpendicular to the plane 
f the diagram). Large domains are computationally costly, so the 
 Mm width of this domain was chosen by a manual iterative process
o ensure that the angle-averaged radiation field in the slab close the
uiet Sun boundary did not change too dramatically from its initial
alue, otherwise this boundary would be spuriously sinking large 
uantities of energy. 
The mass density stratification is fixed in the two-dimensional slab,

ith the plasma being held static; ho we ver, we allo w the electron
ensity in the slab to vary following charge conservation as this can
ave a significant impact on the formation of upper chromospheric 
ines such as Ca II 854.2 nm. Similarly to the original RADYN

odels, the z stratification of the model changes o v er time, and is
ased on a combination of the grids present in the RADYN model for
oth the initial quiet Sun atmosphere and the current time-step. We
se 450 points spaced across the entire vertical extent of the RADYN
odel to ensure that the transition region is well resolved in both the
are model and the adjacent chromospheric slab. The atomic level 
opulations are interpolated between the z grids used in consecutive 
ime-steps and are then scaled to match local mass density (to prevent
he growth of errors as points mo v e through the transition region). The
ix rays per octant of the unit sphere angular quadrature of Št ̌ep ́an,
estard & Bueno ( 2020 ) was chosen as the plasma in the slab is static,
nd a fiv e-ray Gauss–Le gendre quadrature is sufficient to resolve the
nisotropies in the radiation field in the plane-parallel boundary. 
he atomic level populations start from statistical equilibrium, then 
t each time-step as the radiation from the boundary condition 
hanges, the populations are updated in a time-dependent fashion, 
nd the outgoing intensity is computed. All of the models shown here
re simulated using the Lightweaver framework (Osborne & Mili ́c 
021 ), with boundary conditions treated as coupled radiative transfer 
odels using RAD YN’ s thermodynamics where necessary, thanks 

o the flexibility of Lightweaver . In the two-dimensional slab, the
ESSER formal solver of Št ̌ep ́an & Trujillo Bueno ( 2013 ) is used,
long with linear interpolation of atmospheric parameters to grid-ray 
ntersections where needed. 

The left-most column of the slab immediately adjacent to the 
ADYN model requires special treatment due to the implementation 
f the boundary condition: the incoming radiation is fixed for 
ach time-step and right-going ray of the angular quadrature. As 
 result, the radiation along these directions is not affected by the
MNRAS 516, 6066–6074 (2022) 
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M

Figure 2. Relative enhancement in the H α line profile at different times for the slab illuminated by the F9 model. The three highlighted wavelengths in the 
t = 10 s panel will be analysed in greater detail throughout the paper. 
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ocal plasma parameters, or directly included in the calculation
f the local approximate � operator. To mitigate this column
ppearing unphysically dark compared to both the flare model
nd the adjacent column to the right, we set its thermodynamic
arameters and atomic populations to match those in the plane-
arallel flare model, and hold these fix ed o v er the course of each
ime-step. 

The use of the abo v e parameters relating to angular and spatial
uadrature is discussed and tested in greater detail in chapter 6 of
sborne ( 2021 ). 

.2 Plane-parallel flaring boundary 

imilarly to the process undertaken in Osborne et al. ( 2021 ), the
lane-parallel flaring boundary is treated in a time-dependent man-
er, reprocessing the thermodynamic atmospheric properties from
he RADYN model, and computing the associated NLTE populations
nd radiation. For the models presented here, we do not consider the
dvection of the atomic populations due to bulk plasma flows in the
ADYN model, as its effects on the intensities in these models are

elativ ely small (Ka ̌sparo v ́a et al. 2003 ), and instead adopt the same
nterpolation and scaling approach used in the 2D slab but scaling to
he new time-dependent mass density taken from the next time-step
f the RADYN model. 
The same RADYN model parameters as those used by Osborne

t al. ( 2021 ) are used for the flaring boundary conditions. As dis-
ussed there, these models represent ‘typical’ RADYN simulations,
nd lie well inside the parameter space outlined by observations.
e therefore present two models starting from an initial VAL3C

tmosphere (Vernazza, Avrett & Loeser 1981 ), heated by an analytic
lectron beam following the approach of Emslie ( 1978 ) with a
pectral index δ = 5, low-energy cut-off of 20 keV, and a constant
nergy deposition for 10 s of either 1 × 10 6 or 1 × 10 7 J m 

−2 s −1 .
he models are then allowed to evolve for a further 40 s. These two
odels will henceforth be referred to as F9 and F10 respectively,

ased on their different energy deposition. 1 
NRAS 516, 6066–6074 (2022) 

 In cgs units, as commonly used for RADYN simulations, these correspond 
o 1 × 10 9 and 1 × 10 10 erg cm 

−2 s −1 , respectively. 

i

2

.

.3 Model atoms 

s in Osborne et al. ( 2021 ), we consider the radiation and level popu-
ations of hydrogen and calcium outside of LTE. For consistency, our
odel atoms are the same as those used in the F-CHROMA RADYN
odels, 2 consisting of a fiv e-lev el + continuum model for both

pecies. The model hydrogen atom has 10 bound–bound transitions,
nd the calcium model has 5. In addition to these models, other
tomic species are considered in LTE to provide the background
tmospheric opacity and emissivity. The models for these are taken
rom the standard RH distribution (Uitenbroek 2001 ). 

 RESULTS  

n Figs 2 and 3 , we show the relative enhancement in the outgoing
pectrum of H α and Ca II 854.2 nm respectively as a function of
istance x from the flaring boundary, synthesized vertically through
he atmosphere, at different time-steps in the F9 model. Overlaid on
hese figures are contours for 

(i) a 1 per cent reduction of intensity, in white, 
(ii) a 20 per cent enhancement of intensity, in red, 
(iii) an 80 per cent enhancement of intensity, in blue. 

We see that at t = 10 s after flare onset, at the end of beam heating,
he H α line core is enhanced by o v er 20 per cent at 1.75 Mm from
he flaring boundary. The extent of this 20 per cent enhancement
hen remains significant for the remainder of the 50 s simulation.
t is interesting to note that the extent of the 80 per cent line-core
nhancement in H α reduces between t = 5 s and t = 10 s , along
ith a notable decrease in enhancement around x = 0 . 1 Mm despite

he continued heating and increase in outgoing radiation from the
aring boundary condition. 
The Ca II 854.2 nm line is simpler to interpret, showing an increase

n enhancement o v er the course of heating, with a similar aspect at
oth t = 5 and 10 s, followed by a slow decay o v er the remainder
f the simulation. There are small lobes around | �λ| = 0 . 02 nm at
 = 10 s and t = 20 s (shown by white contours) where the line wing
ntensity drops slightly below its average quiet Sun values. 
 Produced by the F-CHROMA project and available from ht tps://st ar.pst .qub 
ac.uk /wik i/ doku.php/public/ solarmodels/ start. 

art/stac2570_f2.eps
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Figure 3. Relative enhancement in the Ca II 854.2 nm line profile at different times for the slab illuminated by the F9 model. 

Figure 4. Relative enhancement in the H α line profile at different times for the slab illuminated by the F10 model. 
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Figs 4 and 5 show the equi v alent enhancements in the H α and
a II 854.2 nm spectra for the F10 flaring boundary. There are

ignificant differences in the H α enhancements in the two models: 
hile the 20 per cent enhancement lobe in the 1–2 Mm range

emains similar (albeit slightly extended in the F10 model), there 
re significant differences in the 0–0.75 Mm range where significant 
bsorption features are seen in both the red and blue sides of the
ine core following a strongly enhanced region adjacent to the flaring 
oundary. These relative absorption features dissipate almost entirely 
 v er the 10 s after the end of the flare heating, and will be analysed
n greater detail later. 

The Ca II 854.2 nm in the F10 model behaves similarly to the
9 case, with more extended enhancements and larger negative 
nhancements on the edges of the line core. 

We note that for both spectral lines, the far wings and continuum
 | �λ| ≥ 0 . 1 nm for H α and | �λ| ≥ 0 . 03 nm for Ca II 854.2 nm)
resent no notable variation throughout the evolution of these models, 
nd this is true of the continuum intensity in general. 

It is important to recognize the scales – 0.50–0.75 Mm or more 
o v er which the H α and Ca II 854.2 nm lines are significantly

80 per cent) enhanced, compared to the source sizes in flares
bserved at high resolutions. For example, the event studied by 
uridze et al. ( 2015 ) has chromospheric sources in the cores of
hese two lines with structures that are 1–2 arcsec or less wide,
hich corresponds to 1.2–2.4 Mm when the source position angle is

ccounted for. These calculations suggest that a significant fraction of 
he apparent flare kernel in the core could be due to irradiation from
he actual flare kernel which is considerably smaller. Interestingly, 
n this event the sources in the line wings are much more compact,
onsistent with our finding of no notable variation in the continuum
ntensity. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

rom the previous section, we can see that the scale of the enhance-
ent in the adjacent slab observed in these chromospheric lines is

ot directly proportional to the beam heating injected into the flare
odel. Indeed, the maximum enhancements in both spectral lines 

re slightly larger for the F10 model than the F9, but the shape of
he enhanced regions in the (wavelength, outgoing position) plane 
re significantly more complex in the former. The F10 model also
resents regions of significant reduction in the outgoing line profiles 
hat in the F9 model are barely present in Ca II 854.2 nm and not
resent at all in H α. In the following we will analyse the properties
f the slab to investigate how the flare’s radiation affects the spectral
ine forming regions. 
MNRAS 516, 6066–6074 (2022) 
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Figure 5. Relative enhancement in the Ca II 854.2 nm line profile at different times for the slab illuminated by the F10 model. 

Figure 6. Contribution function around three different wavelengths and source functions for the H α and Ca II 854.2 nm spectral lines in the slab adjacent to the 
F9 model at t = 10 s . The τ ν = 1 surface at the associated wavelengths are overplotted as solid lines, and the dashed lines show the τ ν = 1 layer in the slab at 
t = 0 s . 
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colours at full brightness can exceed the [0, 1] brightness range representable 
in standard dynamic range content, we apply a tonemapping step to assist 
in visualization. This tonemapping step, commonly applied to computer- 
rendered graphics, is based on the Academy Color Encoding System (ACES, 
https://github.com/ampas/aces-dev ) tonemapper, using a modification of 
the implementation provided by S. Hill, M. Pettineo, and D. Neubelt on 
GitHub ( https:// github.com/TheRealMJP/ BakingLab/ blob/master/ BakingLa 
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.1 Spectroscopy and contribution functions 

o understand changes in the formation of spectral lines, it is
ommon to use the contribution function (e.g. Carlsson & Stein 1997 ;
err et al. 2016 ; Osborne et al. 2021 ), the integrand of the formal

olution of the radiative transfer equation, to highlight key formation
e gions. Giv en a model with converged NLTE atomic populations,
he contribution function can be computed for each line of sight and
avelength. In our model, due to the vertical synthesis, the final

ontribution function is computed for each column. This leads to a
hree-dimensional quantity defined o v er the spatial and wavelength
xes of the model. To understand the important changes that occur in
he slab, three wavelengths are highlighted in Figs 2–5 , and we will
nvestigate changes in spectral line formation in the neighbourhood
f these wavelengths. 
In the first and third panels of Fig. 6 we show for the F9 model

t t = 10 s , in three different colours, the local contribution to the
ontribution function weighted by a narrow Gaussian around the
ndicated offsets from the line rest wavelengths. This is similar
NRAS 516, 6066–6074 (2022) 

b

o, and inspired by the COCOPLOT technique of Druett et al.
 2022 ). 3 In these panels, the solid cyan, magenta and yellow lines
ndicate the τ ν = 1 surface, at the associated wavelength at t = 10 s
nd the dashed lines indicate this surface at t = 0 s in the initial
tmosphere. The apparent discontinuity around z = 1 . 75 Mm is
ue to the transition region and the coronal region above this is
ot important for the formation of these chromospheric lines. For
 α, the line-core contribution function (cyan) next to the flaring
/ACES.hlsl ). 

art/stac2570_f5.eps
art/stac2570_f6.eps
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https://github.com/TheRealMJP/BakingLab/blob/master/BakingLab/ACES.hlsl
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Figure 7. Contribution functions and source functions in the slab illuminated by the F10 flare model (equi v alent to Fig. 6 ). 
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oundary ( x = 0 Mm ), mo v es from an altitude of z = 0 . 9 Mm in
he initial atmosphere to z = 1 . 7 Mm . The displacement of the line
ormation region for the inner wing ( | �λ| = 0 . 03 nm ) is even more
 xtreme, mo ving from z = 0 . 3 Mm to z = 1 . 6 Mm . There is a less
ignificant effect further into the line wing ( | �λ| = 0 . 05 nm ), with
 contribution visible immediately adjacent to the flare at an altitude 
f z = 1 . 3 Mm , but the τ ν = 1 surface for this wavelength does
ot mo v e appreciably from the quiet Sun case. The τ ν = 1 levels
or | �λ| = 0 , 0 . 03 nm fall off rapidly with distance from the flaring
oundary, with the latter returning to close to the quiet Sun case
round x = 0 . 5 Mm . The former of these settles to z = 1 . 2 Mm
round x = 1 Mm from the flaring boundary, that is, the line core
ontinues to form approximately 0.3 Mm higher than in the quiet 
un case, for the entire x = [0 , 1] Mm range. 
We note that it is, of course, inappropriate to discuss line-formation 

eight as a single value per column of the atmosphere, as there is
n e xpansiv e and diffuse re gion that contributes to its formation:
nstead, we are describing the evolution of the altitude of the τ ν =
 layer, which serves as a proxy ‘mean’ line formation height. 
he displacement of the τ ν = 1 surfaces is not as significant 

or Ca II 854.2 nm, but it is interesting to note that it increases
ith distance from the flaring boundary for both the line core and

 �λ| = 0 . 015 nm . The other two panels in this figure show the line
ource function for these two lines, with these same τ ν = 1 lines
 v erplotted. We see that at a constant depth, the source function is
nhanced o v er its quiet Sun values close to the flaring boundaries
etween an altitude of z = 0 . 75 Mm and z = 1 . 6 Mm . 

Fig. 7 , similarly to Fig. 6 , shows the contribution functions and
ource functions of the H α and Ca II 854.2 nm spectral lines in
he F10 model at t = 10 s . Looking first at the H α contribution
unctions, we see that the enhanced contribution the line core and 
 �λ| = 0 . 03 nm from the upper chromosphere is enhanced much 
urther into the slab than in the F9 case. The line core τ ν = 1 layer
as mo v ed from z = 0 . 9 Mm to z = 1 . 6 Mm , and remains at this
ltitude for the first 0.5 Mm of the slab. Over the following 0.5–1
m range the τ ν = 1 line rises smoothly to z = 1 . 7 Mm . This line

hen smoothly drops down to an altitude of z = 1 . 2 Mm where it
emains until the far boundary, similarly to the F9 case. 

The | �λ| = 0 . 03 nm τ ν = 1 surface behaves somewhat similarly, 
ising to an altitude of z = 1 . 5 Mm for the first 0 . 5 Mm of the
 c  
odel, before rising slightly then dropping down to slightly below 

ts original formation altitude o v er the following 0.5 Mm range. The
ltitude of the τ ν = 1 surface for | �λ| = 0 . 05 nm is significantly
ncreased for the first 100 km of the model before falling back to the
ormation height in the original model. 

.2 Eddington–Barbier interpretation 

o better interpret the source function and the formation of the
utgoing line profiles, we can adopt the Eddington–Barbier ap- 
roximation. This approximation is derived for a source function 
arying linearly with optical depth in a semi-infinite atmosphere; 
o we v er, it often pro v es relativ ely accurate in more general NLTE
ine-formation situations (e.g. Leenaarts et al. 2012 ). The Eddington–
arbier approximation states that I ν( τ ν = 0, μ) ≈ S ν( τ ν = μ),
here the left-hand term is the outgoing intensity, and S ν is the

ource function. In this work we are only considering vertical rays
i.e. μ = 1), so by this approximation, it is the variation of the
ource function at τ ν = 1 that should describe the variations in
utgoing intensity. In the following we will qualitatively compare 
he outgoing line variations to those predicted by the Eddington–
arbier approximation. 
In Figs 8 and 9 , we show the value of the source function, for

he spectral lines and wavelengths considered, along the τ ν = 1 line
epicted in Figs 6 and 7 , for the F9 and F10 case, respectively, both
t t = 10 s . The dashed lines show the source function along the
ν = 1 lines in the initial slab. The difference between the solid and
ashed lines can then be qualitatively compared with the evolution 
f the line enhancements shown along the dashed cuts of the t = 10 s
anels in Figs 2–5 . 
Looking first at H α in Fig. 8 , we see that the source function of

he line increases as | �λ| increases. This is to be expected from
n absorption line, and indicates some basic plausibility of this 
pproach. As discussed in relation to Fig. 6 , the source function
t | �λ| = 0 . 05 nm does not change appreciably, ho we ver there
re strong enhancements close to the flaring boundary for the 
ine core and | �λ| = 0 . 03 nm source functions. The peak in the
 �λ| = 0 . 03 nm source function is sharper and occurs closer to
he flaring boundary than for the line core. This can be plausibly
ompared to the spectroscopic data in Fig. 2 , as the enhancement
MNRAS 516, 6066–6074 (2022) 
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M

Figure 8. Source function ( W m 

−2 sr −1 Hz −1 ) values along the τ ν = 1 line 
for the different wavelengths shown in the contribution function plots of Fig. 6 
(F9 model). The solid line shows the values at t = 10 s , and the dashed line 
the values along the τ ν = 1 lines at t = 0 s . 

Figure 9. Source functions ( W m 

−2 sr −1 Hz −1 ) along the τ ν = 1 lines for 
the F10 model (equi v alent to Fig. 8 ). 
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Figure 10. Electron density in the slab adjacent to both flare models at 
t = 10 s . 
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n the line core is significantly more extended in x , whereas the
nhancement at | �λ| = 0 . 03 nm rises to a similar value, but drops
ff much more rapidly. 
The Ca II 854.2 nm source function slices in Fig. 8 do not align so

ell to the spectroscopic data. The line core starts enhanced, before
ropping below its starting value to a minimum around 0.6 Mm.
here is also some oscillatory behaviour in the | �λ| = 0 . 015 nm
ource function. Neither of these correspond well to the behaviour
f the spectral line, which is enhanced close to the flaring boundary,
nd then decreases with distance from this boundary. A possible
xplanation for this is the extent of the line-forming region: as
hown in Fig. 6 the regions with significant contribution in each
a velength band ha ve a notably larger extent in z for Ca II 854.2 nm

han they do for H α. Due to the larger regions contributing to the
mission of Ca II 854.2 nm at these wavelengths, it is reasonable that
he Eddington–Barbier approximation performs less well, especially
hen comparing with the variation of the source function, which is

ar from linear with optical depth. 
In Fig. 9 , we show the equivalent variation of the source function

n the F10 model. For the H α line, the line-core source function
s enhanced close to the flaring boundary, then falls to close to
NRAS 516, 6066–6074 (2022) 
ts original value between x = 0.5 and 1 Mm, before becoming
lightly enhanced o v er the remaining re gion. The source function
t | �λ| = 0 . 03 nm , beha ves similarly, b ut drops below its original
alue between x = 0.5 and 0.8 Mm. After the excursion of the τ ν =
 line to z = 1 . 2 Mm close to the flare, where the source function
s strongly enhanced, the source function of the | �λ| = 0 . 05 nm
ine remains below its initial value until x = 0 . 5 Mm . Once again,
he Eddington–Barbier approximation well explains the outgoing
pectroscopic view of the line profile shown in Fig. 4 : for the line
ore, the intensity is enhanced o v er the first 0.5 Mm of the model, then
alls back to no net enhancement o v er the x = 0 . 5 –0 . 85 Mm range,
nd is then visibly enhanced o v er the rest of the simulation. The
ntensity at | �λ| = 0 . 03 nm beha ves similarly, b ut with a significant
eduction between x = 0 . 5 –0 . 75 Mm . Finally, the intensity along the
 �λ| = 0 . 05 nm line is enhanced close to the flare, is notably reduced
etween x = 0 . 3 –0 . 6 Mm , and remains close to its original value for
he rest of the model. 

For Ca II 854.2 nm, the Eddington–Barbier approximation cor-
ectly predicts enhancements o v er the first 0.5 Mm of the model,
o we ver for the line core, it predicts a reduction for the remainder
f the simulation, which is not observed. At | �λ| = 0 . 015 nm , it
redicts a reduction between x = 0.2 and 1.2 Mm, whereas this
eduction is primarily observed between x = 0.5 and 1.5 Mm. 

Thus, for both of these flare models we find that the Eddington–
arbier approximation appears to accurately describe the behaviour
f H α in the slab, but performs poorly on Ca II 854.2 nm. This is
ikely due to the more complex variation of the source function and
he larger contributing regions in each column of the Ca II 854.2 nm
ine. 

.3 Electron density 

n Fig. 10 , we show the electron density in the slab at t = 10 s for
oth the F9 and F10 models. For the F9 model, the only notice-
ble variation is present around z = 1 . 25 Mm close to the flaring
oundary. Throughout the rest of the model, the electron density
s close to its value at the quiet Sun boundary. In the F10 model,
here is an approximately triangular region of enhancement between
 = 1 . 2 Mm at the flaring boundary and z = 1 . 75 Mm , x = 1 Mm .
s the thermodynamic parameters of the slab are held constant, we

an see that the increased radiation from the more energetic flare
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Figure 11. Comparison of emergent H α line profiles ( W m 

−2 sr −1 Hz −1 ) 
from the F9 model at t = 15 s at different slices in x under the treatments 
of statistical equilibrium with charge conservation (SE, left-most panel), 
statistical equilibrium with electron density loaded from the time-dependent 
model (SE Fix, central panel), and the full time-dependent solution (TD, 
right-hand panel). 

Figure 12. Comparison of emergent Ca II 854.2 nm line profiles 
( W m 

−2 sr −1 Hz −1 ) at different slices in x under statistical equilibrium, 
statistical equilibrium with fixed electron density, and time-dependent models 
(equi v alent to Fig. 12 ). 
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odel is capable of creating significant photoionization up to 1 Mm
rom the flaring boundary. 

.4 Statistical equilibrium comparison 

n the previous sections, we have presented and analysed for the first
ime the time-dependent radiative output of a two-dimensional slab 
djacent to a flare model. It is commonly accepted that plane-parallel 
odels of the chromosphere must be treated in a time-dependent 
anner, outside of statistical equilibrium (e.g. Carlsson & Stein 

002 ), due to the very long times needed for the hydrogen ionization
nd level populations needed to settle (on the order of 1000s of
econds); ho we ver, it is not immediately clear whether this will apply
o plasma perturbed purely by a transverse radiation field. In Figs 11
nd 12 , we show a comparison of the H α and Ca II 854.2 nm spectral
ines synthesized at different cuts in x (between x = 50 and 400 km )
rom the F9 model at t = 15 s under three different assumptions.
rom left to right, we show the synthesis in statistical equilibrium 

ith charge conservation (SE), statistical equilibrium with the elec- 
ron density taken from the time-dependent model (SE Fix), and the 
ull time-dependent output (TD). This time-step was chosen as there 
ere difficulties obtaining convergence for the statistical equilibrium 
odel with fixed electron density for t = 5 s and t = 10 s . For
 α, shown in Fig. 11 , there are dramatic differences between the

hree treatments. The pure statistical equilibrium treatment does not 
apture the spatially varying enhancement in the line core, whereas 
he statistical equilibrium with fixed electron density significantly 
 v erestimates this enhancement, and those around | �λ| = 0 . 05 nm . 
For Ca II 854.2 nm, the differences between the three treatments are 

ess dramatic, but there are still significant differences in line shape
etween the (left-hand) statistical equilibrium treatment and the other 
wo that are likely due to the change in electron density between the

odels. The shape of Ca II 854.2 nm is v ery sensitiv e to the electron
ensity in the line-core formation region (e.g. Bjørgen et al. 2019 ; the
xample shown in Osborne & Mili ́c 2021 ), and it is likely that this
s the primary origin of the differences, as the statistical equilibrium
ith fixed electron density (central panel) agrees well with the full

ime-dependent results, with slight discrepancies in line-core depth 
 v er the first 100 km of x . This agrees well with the results found
n time-dependent plane-parallel models presented in section 5.5 of 
sborne ( 2021 ). 
It is clear that the full time-dependent treatment is needed to

apture the correct evolution of H α and the electron density needed
o e v aluate Ca II 854.2 nm. 

 C O N C L U S I O N  

e have presented novel simulations of the time-dependent radiation 
utput of a two-dimensional slab of plasma with fixed quiet Sun
emperature structure irradiated by an adjacent flaring model. This 
epresents a ‘zeroth-order model’ of the real situation and is likely
n upper limit of the effect on the adjacent chromosphere (which
ill not be truly quiet in practice), but allows for the investigation of

he importance of these radiati ve ef fects. We find that this irradiation
an create significant enhancements in the H α and Ca II 854.2 nm
ine profiles o v er 1 Mm from the flaring boundary, due to induced
hanges in the atomic level populations and electron density. Given 
hat observed flare sources in these lines can be only a couple of Mm
cross these enhancements could lead to a significant o v erestimate
f the area of the directly heated flare kernel. These changes occur
n the mid- and upper chromosphere, and as a result no changes
n continuum intensity are observed in the slab, leading continuum 

ources to appear comparatively compact, which is consistent with 
bserved behaviour in line-core and wing observations. We also 
ound that the peak enhancement from the slab in these lines did
ot relate simply to the beam flux injected into the flaring boundary
espite the other parameters remaining fixed. As a result, traditional 
lane-parallel inversion techniques applied to this region are likely 
o be lead to incorrect conclusions regarding the thermodynamic 
tructure of the slab, predicting a significantly hotter region due to
he effects of the transverse radiation field, while this atmosphere is
nstead the modified VAL C7 model of Vernazza et al. ( 1981 ) used
s RAD YN’ s initial atmosphere with the electron density allowed to
ary to maintain charge conservation. 

We also find that it is necessary to treat the hydrogen populations
n a fully time-dependent manner, so as to correctly capture the
onization balance in the slab and the species’ slow return to
tatistical equilibrium after a radiative perturbation. This suggests 
hat to impro v e correctness, radiativ e models of activ e re gions must
reat hydrogen in a time-dependent manner, vastly increasing the 
umerical cost of synthesis as each time-step of the model must be
terated in turn. 

We also comment that these effects vary as a function of wave-
ength, with enhancements in the line core typically extending 
MNRAS 516, 6066–6074 (2022) 
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undreds of kilometres further into the slab than those in the wings.
his could have implications on the calculation and usage of filling

actors as the ‘spatial smearing’ of intensity is not uniform across
avelength; ho we ver, further modelling will be needed to begin to
etermine any form of general relation. 
As the deluge of high spatial- and spectral-resolution data from

round-based telescopes continues, it becomes increasingly impor-
ant to characterize the effects of the transverse radiation field to
llow for the correct interpretation of observations, and truly unlock
he meaning of data contained within. Future models should therefore
onsider additional physics by both placing the flare model within
he two-dimensional slab, possibly using a model with cylindrical
ymmetry to treat the flare as a cylindrical flux tube, and allowing
he chromospheric plasma to evolve through flows and conduction
n response to the radiative energy input. Embedding the flare within
he two-dimensional slab will also allow the investigation of the
ffects of spectral line formation within a compact region of heated
tmosphere, rather than the infinite horizontal extent implicitly
ssumed in plane-parallel models. 
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